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Abstract: Nowadays, e-learning and web-based learning are the most integrated new learning
methods in schools, colleges, and higher educational institutions. The recent web-search-based
learning methodological approach has helped online users (learners) to search for the required topics
from the available online resources. The learners extracted knowledge from textual, video, and
image formats through web searching. This research analyzes the learner’s significant attention to
searching for the required information online and develops a new recommendation system using
machine learning (ML) to perform the web searching. The learner’s navigation and eye movements
are recorded using sensors. The proposed model automatically analyzes the learners’ interests while
performing online searches and the origin of the acquired and learned information. The ML model
maps the text and video contents and obtains a better recommendation. The proposed model analyzes
and tracks online resource usage and comprises the following steps: information logging, information
processing, and word mapping operations. The learner’s knowledge of the captured online resources
using the sensors is analyzed to enhance the response time, selectivity, and sensitivity. On average,
the learners spent more hours accessing the video and the textual information and fewer hours
accessing the images. The percentage of participants addressing the two different subject quizzes,
Q1 and Q2, increased when the learners attempted the quiz after the web search; 43.67% of the
learners addressed the quiz Q1 before completing the web search, and 75.92% addressed the quiz Q2
after the web search. The average word counts analysis corresponding to text, videos, overlapping
text or video, and comprehensive resources indicates that the proposed model can also apply for a
continuous multi sessions online search learning environment. The experimental analysis indicates
that better measures are obtained for the proposed recommender using sensors and ML compared
with other methods in terms of recall, ranking score, and precision. The proposed model achieves a
precision of 27% when the recommendation size becomes 100. The root mean square error (RMSE)
lies between 8% and 16% when the number of learners < 500, and the maximum value of RMSE
is 21% when the number of learners reaches 1500. The proposed recommendation model achieves
better results than the state-of-the-art methods.

Keywords: online searching; online learning; eye tracking; online resources; recommender system;
soft computing
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1. Introduction

Nowadays, factors determining the quality of e-learning include learner satisfaction,
cost, and the number of online accesses. Recently, many online resources have been
available for learners’ online learning through web search methods that constitute the basic
learning model. Search engines such as Google, Yahoo, Bing, CC Search, Search Encrypt,
OneSearch, and Wiki.com are required for the learners to seek the required online resources
or information [1–3]. The search engines provide quick access to the available online
resources on any topic and retrieve the result in terms of textual information, video, and
image formats. The learners can thus search for the required information in texts, videos,
and image forms. Searching for information in any of these forms for online learning is
also increasing yearly [4–7].

Some deep learning, AI, and ML methods are applied in toxicity classification [8] and
predictive modeling [9]. Web-search based online learning is described using different
theoretical models that involve the steps [10–13]:

• Setting the learning objectives and goals.
• Locating and searching for the information through search engines and accessing the

required information in the desired forms such as text, image, and video.
• Resources or information evaluation from the online resources accessed.
• Information processing and knowledge integration with other online resources.
• Synthesis and knowledge representation after the learning phase.

The technology implemented in the eye tracker software measures the learners’
characteristics—pupil dilation, visual blinking, eye movements, gazing point, and vi-
sual attention of engaging and ignoring. The performance of the eye-tracking software also
needs to be analyzed. The critical research in this area is to analyze how the formats of on-
line resources such as text, video, and images will help to develop the knowledge-building
stage while performing web searching. To perform this analysis, this research conducted
the simulation for 1000 learners to search for a particular topic in the general science areas
to access the required information as liked by the learners.

The significant contributions of the proposed model are as follows:

• To analyze the usage of these formats, some of the learner’s characteristics, such as the
page or link navigations, learner eye movements, and language markup of traversed
resources, are recorded during the simulation.

• To record the search time for the specific format. The proposed model automatically
analyzes the learners’ interests while searching online and analyzes the origin of the
acquired and the information learned online. This research performs text content
mapping and video content.

• To analyze the efficiency of the eye tracker and to measure the characteristics of
the learners—pupil dilation, visual blinking, eye movements, gazing point, visual
attention of engaging and ignoring.

This research is structured as follows: Section 2 reviews recent literature; Section 3
describes the proposed model; the results are discussed and analyzed in Section 4; and
finally the conclusions and future work are highlighted.

2. Literature Review

The recent advances in digital technology helped learners effectively during the
COVID-19 epidemic. The most critical e-learning milestone is the preparation and delivery
of the video content. The web activity survey shows that more than 60% of learners
access YouTube videos daily, and more than 30% access Facebook, Twitter, and online
news portals [4]. Hence, learning through web search increases the usage of videos.
More than 70% of learners between 15 to 25 years use YouTube every month “at least
once” or “frequently” to access the tutorials. The perception is more straightforward in
online videos compared to accessing textual resources. Research has been conducted on
learner characteristics to analyze how the learners organize, select and integrate image and
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textual information during web-search based learning [6,7]. Some researchers conclude
that no differences are found between text-based resources and videos for the learning
outcomes [10–13]. The information or resource format affects the processing strategies
of the learners [13–15]. The research concludes that no differences are found between
comprehension and cognitive calibration while web searching through textual or video
blogs [10]. After several weeks of the learning phase, some research shows that the learners
who have gone through the textual format perform better than those who have gone
through the video format [15]. Even in controlled environments, however, one format
may show no such advantage over the other formats, and the formats are affected by the
learning resources content and the structured design of the online resources. Research has
been conducted to analyze the characteristics of the learners during online searching that
captures the learners’ interactions with the search results, and the logfiles information is
collected for the corresponding web pages [15–24].

The recent technologies are combined logically in online learning to integrate video
content [25–27]. The heterogeneous information of various topics is stored in the global
repository online. The big concern is how to manage and index the large online global
repository to respond quickly to the user’s query through the recent search engines that
have applied technological and mathematical innovations in search. The recent search
engines have been analyzed in terms of their characteristics [28,29]. Some contributions
are focused on the requirements of the Internet, such as the use of YouTube video content
creation for educational purposes. The social networks’ relationship with YouTube ser-
vices, technical functionalities, and organizational aspects of educational video content
requirements have been discussed [30].

Technological advances have made online education one of the core parts of the
educational field. The contribution of the factors that enhance the academic performance
using the online learning model can be explored from the online course log files information
using data mining techniques such as clustering and decision trees [31]. The learner’s eye
movements are recorded using eye-tracking software to analyze the access to information
resources [32]. Artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning (ML) techniques have
recently played a role in searching online resources effectively in various job searching
applications [33].

Hence, this research examines web searching using sensors with reliable online sources
to analyze the better representation format for learning online. This research also explores
how the learners access the resource’s format and how the knowledge originated and is
acquired while web searching. The log files are analyzed using the ML strategy. This
strategy predicts the learner’s prior information and the knowledge update from the
different collection characteristics. The characteristics include query features, online session
features, browsing and navigating features, search engine result features, eye tracking
features, viewing characteristics, and mouse access features. The log files information can
be designed as digital pedagogy and an online collaborative learning environment that
allows the progress and monitoring of the learners through dashboards.

3. Materials and Methods

This section focuses on developing a model to analyze the learners’ interests while
searching online. The model also analyzes the origin of the information acquired and
learned online. The model is developed to perform text content mapping and video content.
The sensors record the learner’s navigation and eye tasks or movements. This model
analyzes and tracks online resource usage with the operations: data or information logging,
processing, and defining the mapping operation.

3.1. Novelty of the Proposed Model

The novelty in the proposed model is based on the following steps:

• Evaluate and analyze the learner’s knowledge acquisition through the core operations,
obtaining better measures using cluster-based recommendations.
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• Store the complete track of online resources that are visited.
• Define the mapping between the information that has been newly learned to resources

processing, using sensors.
• Store the sequence of words that the learners had learned online.
• Apply the video transcripts to keep track of the words visited through online videos.
• Analyze the overlapping between the traversed words and the recalled data.

3.2. Architecture of the Proposed Model

The architecture of the proposed model to analyze and track online resource usage is
sketched in Figure 1 with the core operations—information logging, information processing,
and word mapping [7–14,34–38]. The proposed model of resource processing is defined in
Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1: Proposed Model—Resources Processing

1: Data or information logging
1.1 Evaluate prior knowledge.
1.2 Perform online search learning.
1.3 Map online resources into log files and transcript information.
1.4 Evaluate the post-knowledge.

2: Processing the data or information.
2.1 Extract the words using the concept assessment.
2.2 Use the software to recognize the text, image, and video resources.
2.3 Extract the words using the post-knowledge assessment.

3: Define the mapping operation.
3.1 Remove the unnecessary words after preprocessing.
3.2 Perform the word match between video and webpages information.
3.3 Construct the word origin table with the resources.

The proposed model differs from the existing models by recording the complete log
files, eye-tracking information, and the history of the visited resources, including date
and time. This feature dramatically helps to map the knowledge that has been recently
learned to the available resources. This information is read and processed through the
proposed model to generate each learner’s complete history of phrases or words. The
video transcripts help to trace the phrases searched in the videos. The overlapping between
words is analyzed using the proposed resources processing model.

The proposed resources processing model is analyzed in several dimensions to answer
the following queries:

Q1. How many web pages are visited by the learners?
That is, during the online search learning session, the learners access to different web

pages should be analyzed, for example, the access to YouTube, Google search, and other
searches from various search engines.

Q2. How many images are seen by the learners?
The sequences of images searched from the different search engines to the learner’s

topics of interest in updating their knowledge should be analyzed for the period.
Q3. How many videos are accessed by the learners?
The searched and watched videos based on the learning topics and subtopics through

several search engines should be analyzed.
Q4. Which of the web pages are visited most by the learners?
In this case, the primary interest of analysis is in searching and accessing the specific

or the most frequently accessed webpage information for all learners.
Q5. How are the complete eye track and log file information stored for all learners?
To analyze the acquired knowledge of the learners during the simulation, the com-

plete history of the eye tracker and the search should be saved in the system over the
simulated period.

Q6. How do we find the mapping between the information that has been newly
learned to resource processing?
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The transcripts are generated for the accessed videos, and the searched words of
the learners are extracted during the simulation to construct the retrace of word origins
corresponding to the available information resources.

Q7. How do we identify the sequence of words the learners had learned online?
Based on the search history, the comparison should be performed by generating the

list of original words and retracing the words to specific information resources.
Q8. How to keep track of the words encountered through online videos?
The learners are asked to write a detailed report about the learning topics before and

after completing the learning phase to analyze the words encountered through the videos.
Q9. How to analyze the overlapping between the traversed words and the recalled data?
The information about the learning topics is analyzed based on the number of written

phrases and the concepts learned.
Q10. How do we analyze the outcomes for learners who learned a particular topic

through web searching?
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The percentage of this measure should be analyzed before and after the completion of
the learning phase. The match between the stemmed words before and after the learning
phase is analyzed to infer the learning rate of the learners.

Q11. What is the total session time of the individual group of learners?
Every session’s beginning and completion times is recorded for all the individual

groups of learners.
Q12. Analyze the efficiency of the SMI eye tracker software.
Q13. Analyze the usefulness of the eye tracking method in response time, selectivity,

and sensitivity.
Q14. What percentage of eye tracking or other eye movement (e.g., being collaborative)

relates to effective web search?

3.3. Datasets and Learners’ Information

The online datasets are collected to conduct the simulation of the proposed model.
1500 learners from all over the world participated through the Google Meet application.
The structure of this learner population with subjects and learner group size is tabulated in
Table 1, and the mean µ and standard deviation σ in the different groups are given in Table 2.
The final dataset with sufficient data consists of 1500 learners with 60% male (µ: 22.5 age
and σ: 2.37) and 40% female (µ: 20.3 age and σ: 2.16).

Table 1. Structure of the learner population [7–14,18–20].

Subjects Learner Size

Social Science 25%
English 10%
Mathematics 15%
Management 20%
Computer Science 30%

Table 2. µ and σ in different groups [7–14,18–20].

Subjects µ and σ

Social Science µ: 1.78, σ: 1.89
English µ: 1.12, σ: 1.95
Mathematics µ: 1.65, σ: 1.76
Management µ: 1.34, σ: 1.65
Computer Science µ: 1.92, σ: 1.98

On average, the learners are requested to use the internet for 30 h per week. The
learner’s familiarity with the search engines is also evaluated during the simulation on a
scale from 1 to 5 (in the direction of increasing usage performance). The learner’s prior
information knowledge is also analyzed during the web searching (µ: 1.52, σ: 1.96, already
learned concepts: 27).

3.4. Learner’s Task and Information Processing

The learners were asked to study the complete fundamentals of the CORONA virus
and to answer the quizzes at the end of the simulation. The participants are also instructed
to write a detailed report about the learning topics before and after completing the learning
phase. The performance of the learners is also analyzed after the learning period. The
learner’s eye movements are recorded using SMI eye tracking software that records the
gaze information and page navigation files for n number of downloads. The infrared light
is sent from the eye tracker software, and the light is reflected by the learners. Then the
eye-tracking camera picks up the reflections. The predefined filtering methods are applied
to find out the looking positions of the learners by the eye tracker. The reading protocol
software analyzes the gaze and resource data, including the equivalent HTML files. Every
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online search of the learners through the browser is recorded. The complete eye tracking
data, search, and time spent for each resource searching and downloading in terms of video,
images, and text web page information is analyzed.

3.5. Mapping Operation

The concepts learned by the learners are mapped to the texts, videos, and images
viewed by the learners. The stop words and the words with few characters are removed
from the database to implement the mapping process. Then the contents read protocol
creates a list of all words that the learner had traversed during the web search. The
transcripts are generated for the videos. The searched words are extracted for every learner
during the simulation to construct the retrace of word origins corresponding to the available
information resources. Finally, the comparison was performed by generating the list of
original words and retracing the words to specific information resources.

3.6. New Recommendation Model

The new recommendation model uses new clustered intelligent collaborative fil-
tering (CF). This model splits the knowledge requirements into some clusters, linear
clustering is applied for every partition, and the better requirements are stored in the
database [25–29,38–43]. The flowchart of the new clustered intelligent CF recommendation
model is sketched in Figure 2, and its algorithm is defined in algorithm 2. This algorithm
is based on linear clusters and explores the knowledge requirements for each cluster. For
every pair of learners x and y, r(x, y) is calculated to separate |S| elements from the list.
Then the prediction p(j, x) is computed such that j /∈ Ix. Then the list gets updated for all
partitions to select the better recommendation. The top |L| suggestions are selected using
this algorithm.

Algorithm 2: New clustered intelligent CF

Inputs: learner dataset, learner x, S, recommendation list size |L|
1: Input the learner’s rating information from the learner’s dataset and items.
2: Split the knowledge requirements of the learners from the datasets.
3: Evaluate linear cluster operation to find out the knowledge requirements for every partition
and bring better requirements from the table.
4: Apply every learner y available in the learner dataset with y 6= x in every cluster partition:
5: Evaluate Ixy using items separation for the learners x and y.
6: Calculate r(x, y) using

r(x, y) =
∑j∈Ixy (ry,j−ry)(rx,j−rx)√

∑j∈Ixy (ry,j−ry)
2
√

∑j∈Ixy (rx,j−rx)
2 (1)

7: Sort the learners reversely based on Equation (1).
8: Separate |S| elements from List and update S.
9: Update the learner’s similar requirements in every partition.

10: Calculate the predicted value p(j, x) such that j /∈ Ix using p(j, x) = ∑a∈S r(x, a)(ra,j−ra)
∑a∈S r(x, a) + rx (2)

11: Sort p(j, x) from Equation (2) in every partition, find the overall prediction rating for all items
not rated.
12: Update the list from all partitions and select a better choice from the database evaluation.
13: Separate |L| entries and update L.
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4. Results and Discussion

This section focuses on the experimental results and analysis of the proposed model.
The simulation of the proposed model was conducted for 1500 learners using sensors in
different subject areas, and the learner’s performance was also evaluated using the quizzes.
The experimental outcomes are analyzed as follows:

4.1. Access to Online Resources

It has been experimentally found that, on average, 38.25 h are spent per week with
σ: 8.25 for web search. The weekly access count of the learning resources is sketched in
Figure 3. It has been experimentally found that most learners accessed images as the most
accessed resource and then accessed the text pages.

The number of users who access videos every week is plotted in Figure 4. The graph is
plotted for significant access to video resources through different channels such as Google,
YouTube, and other videos. The chart concludes that the learners mainly accessed the
videos through Google and YouTube channels. The users did not prefer to use other
learning access channels.
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For each learning resource, the weekly accessing hours are measured and plotted in
Figure 5. On average, the learners spent 23.67 h accessing the textual information, 29.25 h
accessing the video resources, and 5.5 h accessing the images.
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The participants are instructed to write a detailed report about the learning topics
before and after completing the learning phase. The detailed report of the learning topics is
analyzed based on the number of written phrases and the concepts learned. The percentage
of these measures increases after the learning phase is completed. The match between the
stemmed words after the learning phase results in more phrases. For the set of learners,
two quizzes, Q1 and Q2, are conducted through simulation, with quiz Q1 completed before
the web search and quiz Q2 completed after the web search. The counting scores—the
number of not stemmed words, the number of scored concepts, and the number of concept
groups were increased when the learners attempted the quiz after the web searching.
Figure 6 shows the count of not stemmed words, scored concepts and scored concept
groups. The percentage of participants addressing the quizzes Q1 and Q2 based on the
12 defined concept groups is shown in Table 3. The analysis concludes that the percentage
of participants addressing the quiz increased when the learners attempted the quiz after
the web search. It was found that 43.67% of the learners addressed the quiz Q1 before
completing the web search, and 75.92% addressed the quiz Q2 after the web search. The
expected word count from quiz Q2 retraced to specific text, or video transcripts are shown
in Table 4. The analysis concludes that the average word count corresponding to text,
videos, overlapping text or video, and overall resources is obtained as 13, 12.33, 4.16,
15.25, respectively.

Table 3. Percentage of participants addressing the quizzes based on concept groups [7,12–14,17–20].

Concept Groups Quiz Q1 Quiz Q2

CG1 56% 92%
CG2 52% 93%
CG3 65% 98%
CG4 72% 85%
CG5 25% 56%
CG6 36% 67%
CG7 61% 82%
CG8 12% 56%
CG9 25% 78%

CG10 32% 75%
CG11 41% 61%
CG12 47% 68%
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Table 4. Mean number of words from Q2 retraced to specific text, or video transcripts [7,12–14,17–20].

Concept Groups Text Videos Overlapping Text or Video Overall

CG1 15 13 8 18
CG2 7 7 5 12
CG3 8 8 5 10
CG4 9 8 4 10
CG5 12 11 3 12
CG6 15 14 4 16
CG7 10 9 3 12
CG8 12 12 3 12
CG9 15 14 3 16

CG10 18 17 4 20
CG11 20 20 3 25
CG12 15 15 5 20

4.2. Recommender Model Analysis

The core operations of information logging, information processing, and word map-
ping, as defined in algorithm 1, played a role in understanding the learner’s knowledge
acquisition through the simulation and providing better measures. The percentage of the
measures increases after the learning phase is completed, as defined in Algorithm 1. The
cluster-based recommender model, as defined in Algorithm 2, suggests the top N better
suggestions for the learners after the information has been processed using Algorithm 1.

The proposed recommender is analyzed based on the following metrics:

recall = items count o f valid target learner/IUser (3)

precision = items count o f valid target learner/|L| (4)

ranking score = ∑
i ∈ IUser

rank (i)/|IUser| (5)

RMSE =

√
∑n

i=0(p (i, u)− rate(i, u))
n

(6)

The proposed recommender resource processing is evaluated, and the metrics pre-
cision, ranking score, and recall are calculated using Equations (3)–(6) for mean µ and
standard deviation σ; these are tabulated in Tables 5 and 6, respectively. The proposed
recommender is compared with other methods, such as CF, MDHS, and UPOD [23–27].
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It has been found that better measures are obtained using the proposed recommender
compared to other methods. The RMSE measures for different learner group sizes = 250,
300, 350, 400, 450, and 500 are sketched in Figure 7. The RMSE lies between (8%, 16%) when
the learner group size is less than 500, and the maximum value of RMSE is 21% when the
learner group size reaches 1500.

Table 5. µ comparison with other methods [23–27,32,33].

Strategies Ranking Score Recall Precision

CF 0.592 0.253 0.023
MDHS 0.185 0.284 0.084
UPOD 0.163 0.338 0.092

Proposed Method 0.076 0.352 0.093

Table 6. σ comparison with other methods [23–27,32,33].

Strategies Ranking Score Recall Precision

CF 0.005 0.004 0.023
MDHS 0.003 0.007 0.036
UPOD 0.002 0.006 0.027

Proposed Method 0.001 0.008 0.015
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The size of the recommendation list versus the precision measure is plotted in Figure 8.
The proposed model achieves a precision of 27% when the size of L becomes 100. The
precision and recall measures for different learner sizes = 250, 500, 750, 1000, 1250, and 1500
are plotted in Figure 9, and the proposed recommender obtains better results.
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4.3. Eye Tracker Efficiency Analysis

• The technology implemented in the eye tracker software measures the learners’
characteristics—pupil dilation, visual blinking, eye movements, gazing point, and
visual attention of engaging and ignoring.
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• The accuracy of the eye tracker is less than 0.5◦ in the controlled environments, with
the actual gaze point offset frequently by at least 1◦. The gazing point is sampled at
different rates.

• The standard frame rate lies (60 Hz, 500 Hz) images per second. The frame rate of the
web camera lies (5 Hz, 30 Hz).

• The learner’s performance in answering the questions is also analyzed. The repetition
of gazing in choosing some options is a wavering characteristic of the learners when
they are confused about choosing the option. The system predicted that 12% of the
learners had the wavering characteristic, in which 7% of the learners failed to choose
the correct option, and 5% chose the right option.

• The learner’s knowledge acquisition is evaluated as 88% ground truth responses and
12% underperformance.

• The learner’s engagement and findability characteristics in solving quizzes are ana-
lyzed as follows: 84% of the quick response learners, 16% of the learners are gazed
or uninterested.

• The average response times of the simulation are observed as follows: choosing correct
options (selectivity) 2.5 min, and choosing incorrect options lies 3 to 5 min. Sensitivity:
87% of the learners sensed the suitable options, 8% showed inattentional blindness,
and 5% of the learners with had wavering gaze characteristics.

• The proposed model’s overall expected eye tracking or eye movement percentage in
web-search learning is 88%.

5. Conclusions and Future Work

This research investigated how the learning resources—textual information, videos,
and image—contribute to constructing information or knowledge in an online web en-
vironment using sensors. To analyze the usage of these formats, some of the learner’s
characteristics, such as the page or link navigations, learner eye movements, and language
markup of traversed resources, are considered here, to construct efficient knowledge repre-
sentation. The search time for the specific format is also recorded for analysis. It has been
experimentally found that most learners accessed images as the most accessed resource
and then accessed the text pages. The learners mainly accessed the videos through Google
and YouTube channels. The users did not prefer to use other learning access channels. On
average, the learners spent 23.67 h accessing the textual information, 29.25 h accessing the
video resources, and 5.5 h accessing the images. Mostly the learners preferred to access
video resources. The counting scores—the number of not stemmed words, the number of
scored concepts, and the number of concept groups —were increased when the learners
attempted the quiz after the web searching. The analysis concludes that the percentage of
participants addressing the quiz increased when the learners attempted the quiz after the
web searching. The results show that 43.67% of the learners addressed the quiz Q1 before
completing the web search, and 75.92% addressed the quiz Q2 after the web search. The
analysis concludes that the average word count corresponding to text, videos, overlapping
text or video, and overall resources is obtained as 13, 12.33, 4.16, 15.25, respectively.

The proposed model is also applied for a continuous multi sessions online search
learning environment. The evolution of web-search based learning sessions from various
online resources is explored and analyzed. The proposed model’s overall expected eye
tracking or eye movement percentage in web-search learning is 88%. The core operations—
information logging, processing, and word mapping as defined in the proposed model—
played a role in understanding the learner’s knowledge acquisition through the simulation
and providing better measures. The percentage of the measures increases only after the
learning phase is completed, as defined in the model. The proposed recommender obtained
better measures compared to other methods. The RMSE lies in the range of 8% to 16%
when the learner group size is less than 500, and the maximum value of RMSE is 21%
when the learner group size reaches 1500. This research provides a better recommendation
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tool for weak learners to identify the necessary resources for online learning in different
learning environments.

This research will be extended in the future by improving the learner’s knowledge
acquisition and optimizing the number of matched words using cloud computing, hy-
brid strategies, and evolutionary computation models [30–34]. This approach can be ex-
tended by combining image and traditional video analysis methods to analyze procedural
information [39–43].
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